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19ZXA - SPECIAL TACTICS 
OFFICER 

APPLICATION—FY 2022 

Current as of 9 Sept 2021, all previous version are obsolete 

Submit applications and application process questions to: AETC.afspecwar.officer_accessions@us.af.mil 
For general career field questions: STO.Recruiter@us.af.mil 

Assessment Cycle Phase I Deadline Phase II TDY Dates 

22-02 3 Dec 21 10 Jan 22 – 4 Feb 22 

22-03 28 Jan 22 7 Mar 22 - 1 Apr 22 

22-04 18 Mar 22 25 Apr 22 – 20 May 22 

22-05 13 May 22 21 Jun 22 – 16 Jul 22 

22-06 15 Jul 22 22 Aug 22 – 16 Sep 22 

*Dates subject to changed

“First There… That Others May Live” 
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1. INTRODUCTION. 
 

Thank you for your interest in the Special Tactics Officer (STO) career field. This document outlines the 
application and assessment procedures for becoming a STO. For additional information, please e-mail the 
following: 

STO careerfield questions – STO.Recruiter@us.af.mil 
Application and application process questions - AETC.afspecwar.officer_accessions@us.af.mil 
 

2. CAREER FIELD ELIGIBILITY. 
STOs require high levels of physical fitness, mental agility, professionalism, leadership, interpersonal 

skills, initiative, psychological stability, motivation, and technical competency. Additional eligibility criteria are 
listed below: 

 

•  Male or females may apply  
•  Security clearance: Secret (minimum), Top Secret-attainable 
•  Retention: Six years (STO trainees will incur six year active duty service commitment, upon completion of 

training pipeline) 
•  Volunteer for Hazardous Duty: Parachute (Static-line and Freefall), Combat Diver (SCUBA) Open and Closed Circuit 
•  Background: Outstanding resume and no negative personal history 
•  Medical/Physical: Special Warfare Airman (SWA) Physical, according to AFI 48-123.  Civilian candidates will submit their 

DodMERB or MEPs documentation. 
•  Physical Fitness: At a minimum, candidates must satisfactorily complete the minimum scores on the fitness 

assessment. 
 

3. APPLICATION PROCEDURES. 
 

Candidates interested must complete an application and are able to apply when all requirements are met 
(*see below for medical clearance requirements).   Applications will be reviewed and those approved will be 
scheduled for a Special Warfare Assessment and Selection (SW A&S) based on class quotas and candidate 
availability.  The SW A&S consists of an evaluation conducted at Chapman Annex, Texas. Candidates must 
attend this assessment in TDY status and funding is provided. 

Receiving an invitation to the SW A&S means the Phase I selection board would like to take a closer look 
at your potential to become a STO. Your decision to attend is voluntary and non-binding. Being selected at the 
SW A&S means the board president has approved your entry into the career field and pipeline training. It is 
ultimately up to you to accept the challenge. 

AFROTC/USAF Academy Cadets: ROTC/USAFA cadets may attend A&S no earlier than the summer 
before their junior year.  The optimal time to apply is the summer before the final year of school.  Due to the length of 
A&S it is expected most Cadets will only be able to attend A&S during the summer, however exceptions will be 
considered for those who have flexibility with their classes. *Currently, Cadets will be allowed to attend A&S after they 
graduate, the details of this process are pending.   

Inter-service Transfers: Officers in other services seeking to apply should reference AFI 36-2005, 
Officer Accessions, Chapter 7 and AFPC Interservice Transfer website https://www.afpc.af.mil/Career-
Management/IST/. You should submit your application to the selection board before a service transfer is approved. 
However, you must include in your application a letter from your commander supporting this transfer. Selection at 
A&S does not guarantee an approved inter-service transfer; the processes are independent of each other. It is highly 
recommended that this process be started at least six months in advance of A&S due to the time required to 
complete a transfer. For additional information, contact the STO Pipeline Manager. 

Officer Training School: Enlisted members who desire to attend OTS should first ensure they are eligible 
for OTS. Candidates must have a completed degree prior to applying.  Candidates will be required to clear 
AFRS/RSOC before being invited to attend A&S.  Upon selection, you will submit an OTS package. Selection 
doesn’t guarantee acceptance into OTS- you must still meet the requirements outlined by AF Recruiting Service 
(AFRS) to enter OTS and earn a commission.  

Active Duty USAF: Applicant must notify their appropriate career field/functional manager of their intent 
to become a STO if selected from A&S.  The candidate must receive an endorsement letter from their commander.  
If the applicant is invited to A&S, but was not selected, the applicant will return to their previous assignment and 
career field.      

Civilians: It is Air Force policy that civilian college graduates and civilian college seniors within 12 

mailto:STO.Recruiter@us.af.mil
mailto:AETC.afspecwar.officer_accessions@us.af.mil
https://www.afpc.af.mil/Career-Management/IST/
https://www.afpc.af.mil/Career-Management/IST/
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months of graduation from an accredited school will be eligible to be placed on active duty under the Special 
Warfare Airman Program (SWAP) for the purpose of completing SW A&S process if the civilian completes Phase I 
of the STO selection process. After successful completion of SW A&S, the SWAP participant will remain contracted 
in SWAP and will attend Officer Training School (OTS) prior to beginning initial skills training. Individuals 
interested begin the process by contacting an active duty Air Force Special Warfare Recruiter (SWR) in their local 
area.  Civilian recruits must meet the following criteria to be eligible: 

- Be between 18 and 39 years of age at the time of commissioning.
- Possess a minimum 2.5 GPA on a 4.0 scale for all college-level studies, as well as their academic major, and be
in good academic standing (i.e. not be on probation at time of enlistment)
- Attain a minimum score of 15 on the verbal and 10 on the quantitative sections of the AFOQT. No exceptions to
policy will be entertained for scores that do not meet the minimum requirements.
-Provide, through his/her school, official transcripts of his/her completed course work.  College seniors must
provide an official letter from the school, certified by the university/college registrar, indicating courses taken by
academic term, which verifies degree to be awarded and graduation to coincide with the SWAP.  College
graduates must provide a copy of his/her college graduation degree and certified copy of official transcripts from
the university/college registrar.
- Those selected at SW A&S will have to complete Officer Training School (OTS) prior to beginning STO
training.  SW A&S selection does not guarantee acceptance into OTS.  The OTS application process is separate
from Phase I and SW A&S. The SWR and/or SWAP Program Manager will provide the application, information
and OTS requirements needed at the conclusion of SW A&S.

- Interested civilians should contact the SWAP Program Manager @ 330RCS.OL-E.BASP@us.af.mil for further
details.

4. PHASE I
Applications can be submitted at any time after all requirements must be met.  NOTE:  A completed/verified SWA 

Physical is not required when applying but a valid SWA physical must be obtained prior to candidates being allowed to attend A&S.   
The Phase I manager conducts an initial review of the applications to ensure required information is included.  The Phase I 
manager convenes a review board. The board ranks the applications, identifying the candidates most likely to 
succeed. The Division Chief, HQ AETC/A3S has final authority to invite applicants. The names of those selected 
will coordinate with HQ AETC/A3S for A&S scheduling. 

Read through ANNEX A for complete instructions and guidance on constructing your Phase I package. 

5. Special Warfare Assessment and Selection (SW A&S)

SW A&S uses the whole-person concept to identify Airmen with the potential for success in SW career fields. The
SW A&S program evaluates each Airmen's suitability, trainability, and durability by gathering evidence on key 
attributes during a variety of physical and mental challenges.  

Those candidates who successfully complete A&S and are selected can expect PCS orders to Lackland AFB, TX. 
PCS timeframe will be coordinated with the losing command via AFPC.  

mailto:330RCS.OL-E.BASP@us.af.mil
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ANNEX A 

 Phase I Application Instructions & Example 
PHASE I APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS 

Proof read your application for accuracy, format, grammar, and spelling. In Phase I, the selection board 
relies on information and impressions made through your application. Incomplete or poorly crafted applications are a 
reflection of the applicant’s professionalism. As a general rule, successful Phase I applications are concise, easy to 
understand, and are not filled with extra “fluff.” Your success in the STO community begins with this application. 

The application will include the following in this order: 

1. Cover page – Typed, using Times New Roman, black text, and Font size 10.  Candidate signature must be 
hand signed.

2. Fitness Test Scoresheet (OFT or PAST), see attachment 2 or 3

3. Personal Narrative – One page in length (See example for format and specifics)
Note: Candidates who have previously attended Phase II or SW A&S, but were not selected, must 
provide a statement on their identified problem areas and what have been done to improve their 
readiness.

4. One page résumé, emphasize leadership experience. (See example for format)
Note:  USAF military members must also include their SURF.

5. One signed recommendation letter from your commander, no more than one-page in length. The letter should 
comment on your leadership abilities including relevant examples.  Use integrity and DO NOT COPY AND 
PASTE information from recommendations of other people.

6. Copies of the three most recent performance or training reports, cadet evaluations, etc. If your time in service 
is too short to have three reports, include what is available.  All cadets must include applicable training reports, 
field training performance reports, AFROTC POC In Charge Evaluations, or other
forms pertaining to their position and responsibilities in ROTC or service academy.

7. Documentation showing a completed/signed SWA exam or a memorandum with details of where you are 
in the process.  Civilian candidates will submit their DodMERB or MEPs documentation.  HQ ROTC 
approves use of the medical LOA to send Cadets TDY to a MTF in order to accomplish the SWA if no 
resources are available in the local area.  Every effort should be made to accomplish a Special Warfare 
Airmen Physical (SWA) prior to applying to Phase I as this is usually the component that takes the 
longest.  Although you may apply to Phase 1 with an incomplete physical, you must have a completed/
verified SWA Physical to attend SW A&S.  AETC/SG will review your records electronically, if possible.

When complete, your application should be scanned into a PDF file as ONE DOCUMENT, and sent via signed 
official email (.gov or .mil) to  AETC.afspecwar.officer_accessions@us.af.mil. Put your last name and “STO 
Application” in the subject line of the email, such as “Johnson-STO Application”. For cadets that do not have 
access to official email, have an active duty leader send it in for you. 

Additional Notes: 
- The format on the next pages is not an option. Follow the example. Do not include the footer you see

below that says: “Current as of DATE”. Page numbers are not needed.
- If the header or section does not apply to your situation, delete that section.
- CaC enabled digital signatures or hand signed signatures are acceptable
- The top of the first page of the application should read “STO APPLICATION PACKAGE”.

mailto:AETC.afspecwar.officer_accessions@us.af.mil
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STO APPLICATION PACKAGE DATE: _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Rank/Name: 1Lt John B. Doe 

SSN: 123-45-6789 

Work Address: 123 Main Street, Hurlburt Field, FL 32544 

Email: john.doe@us.af.mil 

Phone: 850-555-1234 

Duty Title: Logistics Training Flight Commander 

Branch of Service: USAF AFSC/MOS: 21A1 

Commissioning Source: USAF Academy 

Commissioning Date (Month / Year): May 2017 

Cumulative GPA: 3.2 Major: B.S. Humanities 

INSERT YOUR PHOTO HERE. 

The photo should be an official 
forward facing portrait against a white 
background. You should be in service 
dress and the 
photo should extend from the bottom of 
your name tag/bottom of your ribbon 
rack to the top of your head. 

If an official photo lab is not available, 
use a digital camera and stand against a 
white wall with nothing in the 
background. 

Attended Phase II/SW A&S/SOCOM Training: Yes / No  If yes, when: (Month, Year) CRO, STO, TACP-O, 
STOC,CROSHOW, etc: 

 Commander Name/Rank: Major John Smith             
 Email/Phone: john.smith@us.af.mil / 850-678-1234 

Fitness Assessment Score (PAST/OFT):   Fitness Assessment Test Date:  

Administrator Name/Rank: 

Contact (Email/Phone):        

Candidate acknowledgment statement:  “I, (Insert Name Here), hereby apply to become a Special Tactics Officer and volunteer to perform the 
hazardous duties inherent to Special Tactics.  I acknowledge that I can be removed from further assessment for any of the following reasons: 1) 
quitting through words or actions, 2) becoming a medical or safety risk, 3) committing an integrity violation such as lying, cheating, or stealing, 
or 4) failing to meet specified fitness standards.  I further acknowledge that upon graduation of training, I will incur a six-year active duty 
service commitment in accordance with AFI36-2107 Active Duty Service Commitments, Rule 25, Note 16.  To the best of my knowledge, the 
information contained in this application is true.” 

Candidate Signature: Date: _ 

mailto:john.doe@us.af.mil
mailto:john.smith@us.af.mil
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Date 
 
MEMORANDUM FOR SPECIAL TACTICS ASSESSMENT BOARD  

FROM: 1SOMXG/MXMG 

SUBJECT: Personal Narrative 
 
1. This document is provided to give the selection board an overall understanding of your 
character and personality. It should be clear, concise, and free of extra “fluff” statements.  It 
should include your personal background, such as where you grew up, significant 
jobs/positions held, an explanation of your experiences and involvements before and during 
military service, an explanation of your perceived strengths and weaknesses, a discussion on 
what attracts you to become a Special Tactics Officer and why this is the right career for you. 

 
2. The narrative will be formatted with 1 inch margins on the bottom, left, and right sides. The 
top margin will be between 1 inch and 1.5 inches depending on the heading you establish. 

 
3. The heading format you see above should be followed with your own information entered in the 
FROM portion. The document may not exceed more than one page in length. Use Times New 
Roman with font size 12. Include a crest in the upper left hand corner of your header similar to an 
official memorandum for record. See AFH 33-337 The Tongue and Quill or sister service equivalent 
for examples of an Official Memorandum for Record. 

 

 
JOHN A. DOE, 1st Lieutenant, 
USAF Logistics Training Flight 
Commander 
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PERSONAL RESUME 

 
John Doe  DOB: XX DEC XX 
1st Lt, USAF AGE: XX 

 
 
 

Sept 14 – Present 
SERVICE HISTORY 

 
Logistics Training Flight Commander, 33LSS, Eglin AFB, FL. Leads 15 personnel in five function elements. Manages 
all logistics training programs. Ensures dissemination of higher headquarters training directives throughout the wing. 
Develops monthly training plans and schedules training events for 2,200 wing personnel. Monitors and directs the on- 
the-job training program for over 1,600 enlisted personnel. Provides monthly status of training briefing for all 
commanders. Maintains and controls over $50M in training assets. Advisor to Wing Commander on issues. 

 
Jan 14 – May 14 

 
Cadet Squadron Commander, US Air Force Academy, supervised discipline, training, and safety of 104 cadets… 

 
Cadets from USAFA and AFROTC should highlight any applicable leadership experiences or participation in 
any preparation programs in this section as well. Use Times New Roman and font size 10. 

 
EDUCATION 

 
B.S. Professional Aeronautics Embry Riddle Aeronautical University 2010 
A.A.S. Industrial Management Northwest Florida State College 2010 
A.A.S. Airway Science Community College of the Air Force 2008 

 

PROFESSIONAL MILITARY EDUCATION (If applicable) 
 

Non Commissioned Officer Academy 2010 
Airman Leadership School 2007 

 
CERTIFICATION/AWARDS 

 
USAFA Distinguished Graduate 
Army Air Airborne 
EMT Basic Certification 
PADI Open Water Diver Certification 
USAFA Superintendents List (Fall 08, Spring 09, Fall 10, Spring 10) 

 
 

PERSONAL INTERESTS 
 

Fly Fishing, fitness, reading, skiing, rock climbing 
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Additional Parts of Application: 

 
- Letter of Recommendation will be formatted according to AFH 33-337 The Tongue and Quill or 

sister service equivalent. 
- Training reports for active duty members are already formatted using an Air Force form. 
- Cadet training reports do not have a required format, but should be three separate 

documentations of available Field Training reports for AFROTC or CPR-II items for USAFA 
Cadets. 

- A signed statement documenting the medical facility and date of your most recent physical 
examination 
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ANNEX B 
 
 

FITNESS ASSESSMENT STANDARDS 
 
 

General. The AFSPECWAR community is moving away from the PAST to the OFT.  Either the PAST or the OFT will 
be accepted until 31 March 22.  After that only the OFT will be accepted.  Applicants shall complete the physical 
training test in accordance with the attached worksheets, scoresheets, and guidance.  Note that regardless of 
which test you submit with your application, the OFT will be administered at the beginning of A&S.   
Standards. You must complete the minimum number of exercises.  Selection is extremely competitive; you 
should give your very best effort, which should be well beyond the minimums. When you submit your 
application, your fitness assessment should have been accomplished within 1 month of the application 
submission to reflect your current level of fitness.  The primary reason that candidates are removed for Fitness 
Assessment failure is due to training without proper form on calisthenics.  Anything less than a perfect 
repetition will not be counted at SW A&S and therefore should not be counted by your evaluator during Phase I 
fitness assessment. 

 
Administration. If you are unable to meet any of the minimums, you have failed the test.  The PT test should be 
administered by your supervisor, such as an ROTC instructor or USAFA AOC.  Other test administrators will be 
considered on a case-by- case basis, following coordination with the ST Assessment Director. If you fail to 
execute the proper form, the test administrator will correct you, and the incorrect repetition will not be counted.  
The test administrator will document the results on the appropriate worksheet and sign in the appropriate space. 
Each candidate taking the PAST and administrator should watch the instructional video posted at: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0zdKD0VMKWg&feature=plcp&context=C3f31946UDOEgsToPDskJY7F3h01
Zie0ZF9Il5EPl1. The video should be used a guide for exercise form ONLY, the repetition and time standards 
referenced do not apply to officer candidates. 
Procedures. Review the instructions on the applicable fitness assessment worksheet before taking the test.  
AFROTC Commanders may contact the Phase 1 manager at AETC.afspecwar.officer_accessions@us.af.mil 
with concerns about the implementation of the OFT.   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0zdKD0VMKWg&amp;feature=plcp&amp;context=C3f31946UDOEgsToPDskJY7F3h01Zie0ZF9Il5EPl1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0zdKD0VMKWg&amp;feature=plcp&amp;context=C3f31946UDOEgsToPDskJY7F3h01Zie0ZF9Il5EPl1
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0zdKD0VMKWg&amp;feature=plcp&amp;context=C3f31946UDOEgsToPDskJY7F3h01Zie0ZF9Il5EPl1
mailto:AETC.afspecwar.officer_accessions@us.af.mil
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE. All US Air Force Airmen must maintain a necessary 
level of physical fitness to meet the science-based standards of the Air Force Fitness 
Assessment. This assessment, referred to as a Tier 1 physical fitness test, is designed with 
health criterion standards to ensure Airmen are present for duty in good health and general 
fitness. However, a Tier 1 level of fitness does not reflect specific military task achievement. 
AFSPECWAR Airmen require operationally specific, operationally relevant (OSOR) 
physical fitness tests and standards based on mission-specific, physical duty requirements. 


1.1. AFSPECWAR career fields collaborated with the AF Exercise Science Unit to conduct a 
multi-step research and development process to produce OSOR physical fitness tests and 
standards. Embedded Human Performance subject matter experts were consulted to 
bridge exercise science with tactical relevance and complete the process. These Tier 2 
requirements ensure AFSPECWAR Airmen have the necessary physical abilities to 
perform the critical physical tasks inherent to their operational duties. This document 
provides the guidance to conduct the AFSPECWAR Tier 2 Operator Fitness Test (OFT). 


2. TEST GUIDANCE. The AFSPECWAR-specific, nine component Tier 2 OFT standards 
surpass Department of Defense Instruction (DoDI) 1308.3, DOD Physical Fitness and Body 
Fat Programs Procedures and AFMAN 36-2905, Fitness Program physical fitness, aerobic, 
and strength requirements. However, once published, Airmen must meet current AFMAN 
36-2905 body composition guidance.  


2.1. Airmen with a 1ZXXX or 19ZXX duty AFSC must take the AFSPECWAR Tier 2 OFT 
once per calendar year. These Airmen must achieve a minimum component standard 
score for all components and a composite score of 78 or more on the 100 point test scale.  


2.2. The following sections describe the requirements to conduct each test component of the 
AFSPECWAR Tier 2 OFT. Fitness test administrators must complete the Test 
Administrator Guidance section prior to administering a test and must audibly read the 
protocol section verbatim to members taking the test.  


3. TEST EXECUTION. Airmen must complete test components in the sequence prescribed on 
the same day. Once published, AFSPECWAR Airmen will also complete the requirements 
for the body composition program. Body composition is not required to performed on the 
same day as the physical components of the OFT. Guidance for each component is provided 
in this document and must be followed by test administrators. Note: The 1500M swim is the 
primary exfiltration (exfil) event for all AFSPECWAR career fields. Commanders may 
choose to utilize the 1.5 mile dry exfil due to lack of facilities or extenuating circumstances. 
This option will be used sparingly and for no more than two consecutive years. The group 
commander is the decision authority for this event, delegable to squadron commander.  


3.1. Test administrators with questions please contact the following points of contact. 
AFSOC: Ms. Patricia Long at patricia.long.2.ctr@us.af.mil. ACC: Maj Jordan 



mailto:patricia.long.2.ctr@us.af.mil
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Richardson at jordan.richardson.2@us.af.mil. Others MAJCOMS please contact your 
MAJCOM Functional Managers (MFMs). If unavailable please contact AF/A3S, SMSgt 
James Spreter at james.spreter@us.af.mil, Lt Col Aspen Guthrie at 
aspen.guthrie@us.af.mil, or the AF/A3S org box at AF.A3S.Workflow@us.af.mil. 


4. TEST ADMINISTRATORS. Test administrators will be American Red Cross 
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR)/AED certified. Test administrators will be an 
AFSPECWAR strength and conditioning coach or an AFSPECWAR Airman who has 
successfully passed and completed the Tier 2 OFT AF Form 797 for test administration. 
Note: See Attachment 4, AF Form 797 Tier 2 OFT Job Qualification Standard (JQS). 


4.1. Test administrators will ensure that facilities and equipment have been coordinated and 
prepared on test day (e.g., ruck route of march, pool for the fin assessment, route or track 
for the run assessment).  


4.2. Prior to the test, ensure the following is communicated to all personnel: 


4.2.1. An alternate external defibrillator (AED) must be present during testing. 


4.2.2. Test will be terminated if there is a question of safety or if an injury occurs. 


4.2.3. Should an operator or staff member identify an injury that would be a 
contraindication to an event(s) skip the event(s) and write a short explanation(s) in 
the tracking sheet. Operators are encouraged to complete all events approved by 
Human Performance staff during the implementation period for data collection, 
taking special care not to further aggravate any existing injuries.  


4.2.4. All events will be conducted in field multi cam uniform (combat pants, combat 
top, boots), unless otherwise specified for an individual event. 


4.2.5. Operators are allowed a 10-20 Minute warm up period. 


4.2.6. Operators will take a mandatory, 30-minute recovery period after the tactical ruck 
assessment.  All other events will have a recovery period consisting of a minimum 
of one-minute and a maximum of five minutes, unless otherwise specified for an 
individual event. 


4.2.7. All scores will be annotated on the AFSPECWAR Tier 2 OFT Score Sheet and 
uploaded into Airman Data Analysis and Performance Tracking System 
(ADAPTS). If ADAPTS is not available, scores will be input into the 
AFSPECWAR Tier 2 OFT Score Form (Excel spreadsheet) and submitted 
through MAJCOMs to AF/A3S for aggregation. 


 


 


 



mailto:jordan.richardson.2@us.af.mil

mailto:james.spreter@us.af.mil
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Body Composition: InBody Assessment/Body Composition 


Purpose: Measure Body Fat percentage (BF%) and Body Mass Index (BMI). If InBody is not 
available, once published, units may use USAF body composition in accordance with AFMAN 
36-2905. 


Note: InBody should be taken if available. Once published, the USAF body composition 
measurement is mandatory and must be conducted by an Air Force physical training leader and 
documented in Air Force Fitness Management System II. Until USAF body composition 
guidance is published, body composition is used only to assist in diet and exercise prescription. 


Tactical Relevance: Tactical execution of the AFSPECWAR mission sets require optimal body 
composition for sustained operations and injury prevention. 


Test Administrator Guidance: 


1. Test Administrators must conduct the body composition measurement once published 
up to two weeks or one regularly scheduled drill (RSD) prior to administering the 
AFSPECWAR Tier 2 OFT. Once published, personnel must meet current AFMAN 36-
2905 USAF body composition. 


2. Due to risk of dehydration and low blood sugar, it is NOT recommended to do the 
InBody assessment the same day as the athletic components. 


3. Complete assessment in the morning in a rested and fasted state. Operators should fast 
two hours prior to InBody conducted. Note: Operators should refrain from fasting 
before the physical components of this assessment.    


4. Provide body composition once published in accordance with AFMAN 36-2905 within 
AFFMS. 


5. Debrief operator on results. 
 


 
  
                                                            


 


  


BMI 
BF% 
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Infil: Tactical Ruck (3 mile; 60lbs dry weight) 


Test Administrator Guidance (do not read to member): 


1. Prepare Course: establish route of march (accurate and as level/even as possible) 
2. Provide and brief course diagram 
3. Weigh and record rucks before and after completion (dry weight) - ensure each ruck is 


>60lbs 
4. Establish turn around marker (if needed) and support team to ensure operator 


compliance 
5. Utilize two (2) stop watches for redundancy 
6. Recovery period of 30 minutes following ruck 


Equipment: Establish a standard course of distance (as level and even as possible), stopwatch, 
and a ruck weighing a total of 60lbs (dry) for each member. 


Test Administrator script (read all of the following; ensure the route of march is briefed):   


Event:  Tactical Ruck Infiltration, 3 miles with 60 pound ruck 


Purpose: Measure cardio-respiratory endurance 


Tactical Relevance: Tactical infiltration and dismounted operations require load carriage skills 


Protocol: 
1. The ruck is pass/fail event with a forty-nine (49) minute maximum allowable time  
2. This event is individual effort with no physical assistance from anyone or anything 
3. No Running 
4. Operators must remain on the designated course for the entire distance 
5. Operators will wear tactical boots, combat pants, and top 
6. Reflective belts are encouraged during low light execution 
7. Wrist watches are permitted and recommended for pacing 
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Standing Long Jump 


Test Administrator Guidance (do not read to member): 


1. Prepare area: Tape start line on non-slip surface; run measuring tape perpendicular to 
the start line 


2. Record all three (3) trials; the best of three (3) trials is scored. All trials are not required 
if member achieves desired score prior to last attempt 


3. Minimum of 1 minute and maximum five-minute recovery period after completion of 
event 


Equipment: Standard tape measure or testing mat to measure horizontal distance jumped; flat 
nonslip testing surface. 


Test Administrator Script (read all following):   


Event: Standing Long Jump 


Purpose: Measure lower body explosive power 


Tactical Relevance: Quickly moving heavy equipment or personnel in a tactical environment 
requires power generation 


Protocol:  
1. Operator will space feet at a comfortable distance apart with toes behind the start line. 
2. Operator should “toe the line” without going over the edge at the start. The distance 


from the marked start line to the back of the heel after jump is measured.  
3. Countermovement prior to jumping is authorized. 
4. Jump and hold the landing to allow the distance to be marked. 
5. No additional steps, falling backwards, or to the side will count; falling forward is 


authorized if the forefeet stay planted and heels rise. 
6. Perform three (3) trials with a recommended one minute minimum and five minute 


maximum rest for recovery between trials. 
7. All trials are not required if member achieves desired score prior to last attempt. 
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Pro Agility Drill 


Test Administrator Guidance (do not read to member): 
1. Prepare Field: set three (3) cones at 5 yard intervals on flat, non-slip surface 
2. Utilize two (2) stop watches for redundancy 
3. One (1) trial per direction is mandatory, but two (2) trials are recommended.  All trails 


are not required if member achieves desired score prior to last attempt. 
4. Record the best time to the nearest tenth of a second 
5. Lines should be taped between field marking cones if possible 
6. Minimum of 1 minute and maximum 5 minute recovery period after completion of 


event 


Equipment: Flat, non-slip surface, measure wheel or tape measure, field-marking cones, 
marking tape and stopwatches. 


Test Administrator Script (read all following to member):   


Event: Pro Agility Drill 


Purpose: Measure agility, coordination, and reaction time 


Tactical Relevance: Reacting to enemy contact requires rapid acceleration, change of 
direction, and mobility  


Protocol (Read event, purpose, tactical relevance and the following): 
1. Participant readies themselves in a 3-point position on the start-line facing perpendicular 


to direction of travel, with feet shoulder width apart and placed equally either side of the 
line or behind cone. The hand in contact with the floor during the 3-point position 
determines which direction the athlete must travel. For example, if the participant is 
going right, then they will start with their right hand on the start-line. 


2. Sprint 5 yards to the 1st cone (on either the left or right side), change direction and run 
10 yards to the 2nd cone, change direction and run back past the start cone. 


3. The operator’s hand must touch the line every time except final sprint through final 
cone. 


4. Time starts at operator’s first 
movement and stops when the 
operator passes the middle cone. 
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Trap Bar Deadlift (3 rep max) 


Test Administrator Guidance (do not read to member): 
1. Prepare Equipment: establish multiple hex bar stations with varying weight 
2. Have operators measure mid shin height for selection of low/high grip 
3. Report highest successful 3 RM weight lifted 
4. Military gloves or chalk may be used but straps or other grip improvement devices are 


forbidden 
5. Minimum of 1 minute and maximum 5 minute recovery period after completion of 


event 


Equipment: Trap Bar (Hex Bar), weight plates, collars, chalk. 


Test Administrator Script (read all following to member):   


Event: Trap Bar Deadlift 3 Rep Max 


Purpose: Measure grip and lower body muscular strength. 


Tactical Relevance: Sustained movement of heavy equipment or personnel in a 
tactical environment requires muscular strength. 


Protocol: 
1. Military gloves or chalk may be used but straps or other grip improvement devices are 


forbidden. 
2. Operators stand inside the hex bar and grasp handles so that bar is at mid shins - arms 


should be fully extended. 
3. Operators will have a neutral spine or flat back with the chest held up and out. 
4. The head should be in line with the spinal column or slightly hyperextended, heels in 


contact with the floor, and eyes focused straight ahead or slightly upward. 
5. All repetitions will begin from this position. 
6. Stand up and lift the bar by extending hips and knees; (**do not let hips rise before your 


shoulders**); maintain a flat-back; continue to extend until the hips and knees are 
straight. 


7. There should be slight pause at the top of this movement. 
8. Allow your hips and knees to flex as you slowly lower the bar to the floor; maintain 


your flat-back body position; (**do not lean forward**). 
9. Trap bar must touch floor before you begin the next repetition. 
10. If desired score is reached prior to final attempt, further attempts are not required. 
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Pull-Ups (max reps) 


Test Administrator Guidance (do not read to member): 
1. Prepare Equipment: provide pull up bars accessible by operators of various heights 
2. Report final count of successful repetitions 
3. Military gloves or chalk may be used but straps or other grip improvement devices are 


forbidden 
4. Minimum of 1 minute and maximum 5 minute recovery period after completion of 


event 


Equipment:  Standard pull-up bar 


Test Administrator Script:  (read all following to member) 


Event: Pull Ups 


Purpose: Measure upper body muscular endurance. 


Tactical Relevance: Conducting methods of infil/exfil and actions on the objective 
that require vertical movement. 


Protocol: 
1. Military gloves or chalk may be used but straps or other grip improvement devices are 


forbidden. 
2. Operators start from the hanging position (“dead hang”) with palms facing away from 


the body, hands placed shoulder- width apart, and no bend in the elbows. 
3. Operators must pull their body up until the chin breaks the horizontal plane of the bar. 
4. Operators must return to the starting position (“dead hang”) before starting the next 


repetition. 
5. One (1) warning will be given for improper form; the second (2) warning will result in 


an uncounted repetition. 
6. Legs may bend but cannot be kicked or used in any way to aid upward movement (no 


kipping). 
7. Falling off or letting go of the bar terminates the test. 
8. Chin ups may not be conducted in place of pull ups. 
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Farmer’s Carry (1x100 yards) 


Test Administrator Guidance (do not read to member): 
1. Prepare Field: set four (4) cones; two (2) cones indicating the start line and two (2) 


cones indicating the finish line 100 yards apart on flat, non-slip surface 
2. Utilize two (2) stop watches for redundancy 
3. Record time to the nearest tenth of a second 
4. Military gloves or chalk may be used but straps or other grip improvement devices are 


forbidden 
5. Minimum of 1 minute and maximum 5 minute recovery period after completion of 


event 


Equipment: Stopwatch, flat nonslip 100yd course marked with tape or cones at each 
end and 53 lbs kettlebells for each hand (2 kettlebells per member). 


Test Administrator Script:  (read all following to member) 


Event: Farmer’s Carry (1x100 yards) 


Purpose: Measure anaerobic power and grip strength. 


Tactical Relevance: Reacting to enemy contact while maintaining positive control of 
equipment or personnel requires a high anaerobic threshold. 


Protocol: 
1. Military gloves or chalk may be used but straps or other grip improvement devices are 


forbidden. 
2. Starting position is standing between two kettlebells positioned behind the starting line. 
3. Squat down between the two (2) 53lb kettlebells, grasp the handles in each hand and 


prepare to start. 
4. Time starts at operator’s first movement.  
5. Move forward as quickly as possible with 53lb kettlebells in each hand for 100 yds. 
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Shuttle Run Repeat (2x300 yard sprint) 


Test Administrator Guidance (do not read to member): 
1. Prepare Field: set four (4) cones; two (2) cones indicating the start line and two (2) 


cones indicating the finish line 25 yards apart on flat, non-slip surface 
2. Report both trial times but use the fastest for scoring 
3. Minimum of 1 minute and maximum 5 minute recovery period between trials 


Equipment: Stopwatch, flat nonslip 25 yd (23 m) course marked with tape or cones at 
each end. 


Test Administrator Script (read all following to member):   


Event: Shuttle Run Repeat (2x300 yard sprint) 


Purpose: Measure anaerobic and aerobic capacity. 


Tactical Relevance: Reacting to enemy contact or conducting dismounted movements 
in adverse terrain requiring high anaerobic and aerobic thresholds. 


Protocol: 


1. Starting position is standing behind the starting line. 
2. Time starts on the first movement of the operator. 
3. Sprint to the 25 yd line and touch the line with one foot, then turn to sprint back to the 


starting line and repeat for six total round trips. Sprint through the finish line on final 
lap. 


4. Operator must perform this test twice. 
5. There is a minimum of 1 minute and a maximum of 5 minutes recovery between trials. 
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Exfil: Combat Fin (1500M Combat Stroke) 


Test Administrator Guidance (do not read to member): 
1. Prepare Pool: determine number of laps for 1500M distance and set lane lines for safety 
2. Establish counter for each lane of swimmers 
3. Report final time 


Equipment: Mask or goggles, booties, and fins (snorkel is optional). Pool or open water 
conducted in combat pants and top.  


Test Administrator Script (read all following to member):   


Event: Exfil: 1500m Combat Fin 


Purpose: Measure cardio-respiratory endurance and combat swimmer skill. 


Tactical Relevance: Maritime surface and subsurface movement requires muscular strength and 
endurance associated with combat swimming techniques. 


Protocol: 
1. Operators will wear combat top and bottoms for entire event (fins, mask/goggles are 


mandatory; snorkel optional). 
2. Operators will push off the wall on the command "Go" and begin your combat swimmer 


fin. 
3. Use side stroke, combat side stroke, or lead arm trail arm to complete the distance. 
4. Push off is allowed at each turn. 
5. Continue swimming until you complete the required distance. 
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Dry Exfil: Combat Run (1.5Mi) 


(Authorized by Unit/CC only if pools are unavailable) 


Test Administrator Guidance (do not read to member): 
1. Prepare Equipment: flat, level, non-banked course free of dirt and debris 
2. Measure course or track 
3. Establish counter to call out lap split times (interval and placement at administrator 


discretion)  
4. Record finish time in minutes and seconds 


Equipment: Running Shoes required; 1.5 mile level, non-slip course; stopwatches. This event is 
conducted in a field uniform. 


Test Administrator Script (read all following to member):   


Event: Dry Exfil, 1.5 Mile Combat Run 


Purpose: Measure cardio-respiratory endurance. 


Tactical Relevance: Evaluates the cardiovascular endurance and ability to continue movement 
after mission execution. 


Protocol: 
1. Operators will wear combat top, bottom, and running shoes for entire event. 
2. Line up on the start line. On the command “runners to your mark,” move up to the start 


line; on the command “go,” start the test. 
3. You are not permitted physical assistance from anyone or anything. 
4. You must stay on the marked course. 
5. Keep running until required distance is complete.


 





		Body Composition: InBody Assessment/Body Composition

		Infil: Tactical Ruck (3 mile; 60lbs dry weight)

		Standing Long Jump

		Pro Agility Drill

		Trap Bar Deadlift (3 rep max)

		Pull-Ups (max reps)

		Farmer’s Carry (1x100 yards)

		Shuttle Run Repeat (2x300 yard sprint)

		Exfil: Combat Fin (1500M Combat Stroke)

		Dry Exfil: Combat Run (1.5Mi)






PHYSICAL ABILITY STAMINA TEST (PAST) WORKSHEET 


I. TEST INFORMATION
DATE START TIME            TEST SITE (NAME/ADDRESS) 


RECRUITER/  EVALUATOR (Rank, Last, First, MI) RIC CODE UNIT  Circle:  NPS  PS  RET/Crossflow  |  AD  Guard/Reserve       


II. APPLICANT’S INFORMATION


Flight NAME (Last, First, Middle Initial) Applicant ID: 


III. TEST RESULTS


TEST COMPONENT Final 
Results SWOE 


500m Surface Swim or 1500m Surface Swim (STO/CRO)  


Lap Times (Use spaces as needed for test facility) 


1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 


6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 


11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 


16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 


21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 


Lap Distance  Finish Time: 


15:00   P   F 


30-Minute Rest Period 


Lap Times (Use spaces as needed for test facility) 
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 


6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 


11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 


16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 


21. 22. 23. 24. 25. 


Lap Distance      Finish Time: 


8 P   F 


PAST QUALIFIED FOR CAREER FIELD   Yes   No 


IV. CERTIFICATION
APPLICANT: I certify that I was administered the PAST and have 
validated all information on this worksheet. 


APPLICANT’S SIGNATURE DATE: 


I certify that I am trained and certified to conduct the PAST and 
that the applicant named above was tested at the recorded time 
and location, and performed as recorded above. 


ADMINISTRATOR (Printed Name) DATE: 


PHONE: EMAIL: 


COMMANDER or SUPERINTENDENT  ENDORSEMENT: 
I certify that the Test Administrator above is fully qualified to administer 
the Physical Ability and Stamina Test (PAST). 


UNIT: 


DATE: 


 PAST WORKSHEET, 20210604 Previous Editions Are Obsolete OPR: AETC/A3S (AETC.BAT.Directorate@us.af.mil)


Privacy Act Information:  The Information in this form is FOUO when filled in. Protect IAW the Privacy Act of 1974. 


Total Repetitions:


Total Repetitions:


25m Underwater Swim 2  
3-Minute Rest Period
25m Underwater Swim  1 


10-Minute Rest Period


Pull-u ps in 2 Minu tes (1 Minute STO/TACPO/CRO)
2-Minute   Rest   Period


Sit-up s in 2 Minut es


Push-ups in 2 Minutes          


Finish    P   F 


Finish    P  F 


1.5 Mile Run or 3 Mile Run (STO/TACPO/CRO) 


10-Minute Rest Period 


Total Repetitions:


PJ/CCT/TACP/SR 


8 P   F 


 50      P    F


  EOD


3 P   F 


Yes     No Yes        No


 Not   Tested


   10:20   P   F


  Not   Tested   Not  Tested


 Not    Tested   Not   Tested


  Not   Tested    Not   Tested


  Not   Tested


ADMINISTRATOR SIGNATURE:


TEST ADMINISTRATOR CERTIFICATION:


UNIT:


SERE 


8 P   F 


11:00   P   F 


Finish    P   F 


Finish    P  F 


12:30   P   F 


  Yes   No 


2-Minute   Rest   Period


 50      P    F  48      P    F


 40      P    F 40      P    F  40      P    F


11:00   P   F 


Name, Rank (Printed):


SIGNATURE:


Yes         No


12 P   F 


 75      P    F


 64      P    F


   22:00   P   F


Finish    P   F 


Finish    P  F 


32:00   P   F 


STO/CRO


12 P   F 


 75     P    F


 64      P    F


Yes     No


12:30   P   F 


   22:00   P   F


Finish    P   F 


Finish    P  F 


   10:20   P   F


TACPO


Applicant AFS (Circle AFS column title) 


26. 27. 28. 29. 30. 


31. 32. 33. 34. 35. 







AIR FORCE SPECIAL WARFARE/SERE/EOD Physical Ability and Stamina Test (PAST) Instructions
Purpose of the PAST is to assess a candidate’s physical abilities for entry into an AF career field. This test is comprised of several 
events which candidates must pass every event. Candidate will complete all portions of the test even if they do not meet standards 
on all components in order to determine physical condition status. Failure of any event will result in overall PAST failure. 
Test administrators will explain PAST procedures to include an explanation and/or demonstration of proper calisthenics form prior 
to starting the PAST. Test administrators must conduct the PAST in the order and time limits listed on this form. Test administrators 
(PTL in absence of functional personnel) will sign, have commander/superintendent endorse test results, and provide a copy to member. 


1. Calisthenics: Three components are evaluated for SW and SERE candidates while EOD only completes the pull-up component.
EOD candidates conducting a PAST with SW and SERE candidates will be alloted the 16 minutes between the pull-up component
and the run to prepare for the run.  Candidates will perform each component to either muscle failure or time completion,
whichever occurs first. The test administrator will start the stop watch upon directing the candidates to start the component and
announce the time remaining, in 30 second intervals. The counter will count the number of repetitions out loud. If the candidate
breaks correct form, the counter repeats the last correct number (e.g., one, two, two, three, etc.), as well as gives instruction on what
was done incorrectly (e.g., you are not extending your arms fully, chin not above the bar, keep your back straight, etc.).
1.1. Pull-ups: Pull-ups are a two-count exercise. Starting position is hanging from a bar, palms facing away from the candidate with
no bend in elbows (“dead-hang”) and the head in the neutral position (eyes facing forward). Hand spread is approximately
shoulder width apart. Count one; pull the body up until the chin is above the highest point of the horizontal plane of the bar
maintaining the neutral position. Count two; return to starting position. Legs are allowed to bend, but must not be kicked or
manipulated to aid upward movement. The only authorized rest position is the starting position. Adjustment of the hands is
permitted, but if the candidate falls off, releases from the bar or the candidate uses the ground to rest or assist in the exercise, the
exercise is terminated. If the candidate's feet inadvertently touch the ground, the repetition will not be counted.  If the exercise is
terminated, the repetitions performed prior to termination will be recorded.
1.2. Sit-ups: Sit-ups are a two-count exercise. Starting position is back flat on the surface, fingers interlocked behind the head, head
off the surface, and knees bent at approximately a 90-degree angle. Candidate’s feet will be placed under a “toe-hold” bar or held by
another individual. Count one; sit up so that the back is perpendicular to the surface. Count two; return to the starting position.
The exercise is continuous. If the member's buttocks rises from the surface or his fingers are not interlocked behind his head during
the repetition, the repetition is not counted. There is no authorized rest position, so if the member stops, the exercise is terminated.
If the exercise is terminated, the repetitions performed prior to termination will be recorded.
1.3. Push-ups: Push-ups are a two-count exercise. Starting position is hands, approximately shoulder width apart, arms, back, and
legs must remain locked straight and feet together. Count one; lower the body until the elbows are bent at a 90-degree or lower
angle and parallel (shoulder to elbow) to the ground. Count two; return to the starting position. The only authorized rest position is
the starting position. If the knees touch the ground the exercise is terminated. The exercise will also be terminated if the candidate
raises their buttocks in the air, sags their middle to the surface, or raise any hand or foot from their starting position. If the exercise
is terminated, the repetitions performed prior to termination will be recorded.


2. 1.5 or 3 Mile Run: Physical training (PT) clothes and running shoes are the only required items. The run must be conducted on an
accurately measured course with no more than a 2% incline on any portion of the course, preferably a running track. The test
administrator start the timing device upon instructing the candidates to start and will announce and annotate the time elapsed to
each candidate as they complete each lap.


3. Subsurface/Surface water: Only SW candidates complete the swim components of the PAST.  Swimsuit, sports bra, and goggles/
scuba mask are the only authorized equipment items.
3.1. 2 x 25 Meter Underwater Swim: This exercise is two-3 minute cycles consisting of an underwater swim and surface swim back
to the starting point. Candidate will take a breath, submerge, push off the pool wall and swim 25 meters underwater. Candidate will
then surface swim, any stroke, to the starting point. The second underwater cycle starts at the end of the first 3 minute period.
Complete the second cycle as listed above. If candidate breaks the water's surface during any portion of the underwater swim, the
component will be completed but considered a failure of this event.
3.2. 500 or 1500 Meter Surface Swim: This swim is conducted using the freestyle, breaststroke or sidestroke. The swim is
continuous. If a member stops (e.g. rests holding on the side of the pool) any time or uses the bottom of the pool to assist, the test
will be stopped and considered a failure of this event.


SWOE - Candidate must successfully complete all SWOE PAST components to be eligible to enter the Air Force as a 9T500, Basic Special 
Warfare Enlisted Airman.  This PAST will be conducted by an Air Force Recruiting Service designated test administrator.  The PAST will 
also be administered by the SWTW as a prerequisite for SW Prep and may be used to washbask (vector to development) or possible 
removal from training. 


PJ/CCT/TACP/SR, TACPO, and STO/CRO - Candidate must successfully complete all PAST components to be eligible to enter the Air 
Force (Prior Service and ARC), crossflow or retrain into a SW AFS, or be reclassified from a 9T500 into a 1ZXX1 AFSC.  The PJ/CCT/
TACP/SR applies to enlisted (1Z) AFSCs.  TACPO applies to 19ZXB AFSC.  STO/CRO applies to 19ZXA and 19ZXC AFSCs respectfully.  
This PAST is conducted by a designated test administrator (Prior Service, Officer crossflow, and retraining candidates).  


SERE - Candidate must successfully complete all SERE PAST components to be eligible to enter the Air Force or retrain into SERE AFS.


EOD -  Candidate must successfully complete all EOD PAST components to be eligible to enter the Air Force or retrain into EOD AFS.


Any modifications of the PAST will be coordination with the OPR (AETC/A3S) and coordinated with the DAF functional manager and 
career field managers for approval.


 PAST WORKSHEET (Reverse)





		PAST Worksheet 19 Mar 19

		Blank Page



		DATE: 

		START TIME: 

		TEST SITE NAMEADDRESS: 

		RECRUITER Rank Last Name First Name MI: 

		RIC CODE: 

		UNIT: 

		Flight: 

		NAME Last First Middle Initial: 

		Applicant ID: 

		Final ResultsTotal Repetitions Pullups in 2 Minutes: 

		Final ResultsTotal Repetitions Situps in 2 Minutes: 

		Final ResultsPushups in 2 Minutes Total Repetitions: 

		1: 

		2: 

		3: 

		4: 

		5: 

		6: 

		7: 

		8: 

		9: 

		10: 

		11: 

		12: 

		13: 

		14: 

		15: 

		16: 

		17: 

		18: 

		19: 

		20: 

		21: 

		22: 

		23: 

		24: 

		25: 

		Lap Distance: 

		Final ResultsLap Distance Finish Time: 

		Final Results25m UnderwaterSwim 1: 

		Final Results25m UnderwaterSwim 2: 

		1_2: 

		2_2: 

		3_2: 

		4_2: 

		5_2: 

		6_2: 

		7_2: 

		8_2: 

		9_2: 

		10_2: 

		11_2: 

		12_2: 

		13_2: 

		14_2: 

		15_2: 

		16_2: 

		17_2: 

		18_2: 

		19_2: 

		20_2: 

		Lap Distance_2: 

		Final ResultsRow15: 

		DATE_2: 

		DATE_3: 

		UNIT_2: 

		EMAIL: 

		PHONE: 

		UNIT_3: 

		DATE_4: 

		ADMINISTRATOR Printed Name: 

		ENDORSEMENT Printed Name: 

		21_2: 

		22_2: 

		23_2: 

		24_2: 

		25_2: 

		26_2: 

		27_2: 

		28_2: 

		31_2: 

		32_2: 

		33_2: 

		29_2: 

		34_2: 

		30_2: 

		35_2: 








AFSPECWAR Tier 2 Operator Fitness Test v2 


rested/fasted state Body Fat %:


BMI:
Pass/Fail


no running Dry Wt
minimum 


20pts


watches recommended Time


Standing Long Jump (inches) Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Points


feet remain planted upon landing " " "
minimum 


8pts


Pro Agility Drill (secs.tenths) Trial 1 Trial 2 Points


hand touches line every turn Left secs secs
minimum 


3pts


Right secs secs
minimum 


3pts


Trap Bar Deadlift (3RM) Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 Points


3 reps or until technical failure lbs lbs lbs lbs lbs
minimum 


7pts


Pull Ups (max reps) Points


max reps until technical failure reps
minimum 


6pts


Farmer's Carry / 100 yards / 2x53lb KBs (secs) Points


split course to 2x50yards if needed secs
minimum 


7pts


Trial 1 Rest Trial 2 PointsShuttle Run Repeat / 2x300 yards (secs) 


average time for score secs 5 min secs
minimum 


8pts


PointsExfil: Combat Fin /1500M or Dry Exfil: 1.5 mi combat run (mins:secs) 


leading arm or recovery stroke only for swim
minimum 


16pts


Name: Rank: Age: Unit:


Wx: Test Date: Administrator:


minimum Total Score 78pts


Operator's Signature


Administrator's Signature


TEST RESULTS: 


Rest 1 minute minimum / 5 minutes maximum


Rest 1 minute minimum / 5 minutes maximum


Rest 1 minute minimum / 5 minutes maximum


Rest 15 minute minimum / 30 minutes maximum


Body Composition: InBody Assessment (<2 weeks prior) For Exercise & Diet Prescription


Infil: Tactical Ruck / 3 mile / >60lbs (mins:secs)


Rest 30 minutes maximum


Rest 1 minute minimum / 5 minutes maximum


Rest 1 minute minimum / 5 minutes maximum







AFSPECWAR 


OPERATOR 


Score 


20 


19 


18 


17 


16 


15 


14 


13 


12 


11 


10 


9 


8 


7 


6 


5 


4 


3 


2 


1 


Infil: 
Standing 


Tactical 
Long 


Ruck 
Jump 


3mi/60lbs 


mins secs inches 


s;49:00 


94 


85 


76 


69 


62 


50 


42 


34 


25 


17 


AFSPECW AR OFT SCORES 


Pro Agility 
Pro Agility Trap Bar 


Drill Pull Ups 
Drill (Left) Deadlift 


(Right) 


secs secs lbs reps 


16 


325 15 


305 14 


270 12 


240 10 


4.99 4.99 205 9 


5.24 5.24 170 8 


5.50 5.50 135 7 


5.78 5.78 105 5 


6.07 6.07 70 3 


Minimum Component Score Highlighted in Blue 


Farmer's Shuttle Combat Combat 


Carry Run Fin Or Run 


2x 531b kb repeat 1500M 1.5mi 


secs secs mins secs mins secs 


34:37 10:10 


36:21 10:33 


38:10 10:59 


40:04 11:31 


42:50 12:17 


44:11 12:42 


46:23 12:59 


48:43 


51:09 


53:42 


21 67.7 56:23 


24 71.1 59:12 


27 80.5 1:02:10 


29 84.5 1:05:16 


33 86.1 1:08:32 


36 90.3 1: 11 :58 


39 94.5 1:15:34 


43 99.8 1:19:21 


48 105.0 1:23:19 


52 110.3 1:27:28 


Minimum Composite Score is 78pts 





		Scoring Sheet

		Scoring Matrix







